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Creeping Toward The Edge
Ever since our beginnings, Dreamstreets has striven to not seep into
the background of mediocrity, always trying novel ways to bring local literature
and art to our community, and to stay at the edge of creativity. We hope
Dreamstreets #68 continues to bear that out.
Among the four of us who bring you Dreamstreets, Douglas Morea
provides a chapter from his recent novel For the Children of the Lotus, a chapter
about a confession of incest involving two gents on a train. Phillip Bannowsky
presents a poem of philosophical cosmic carnality. Franetta McMillian graces us
with some amazing art that, now it can be told, are created from her iPhone.
Speaking of art, our cover art for this issue comes from Debbie Hegedus.
Debbie is no stranger to Dreamstreets, having created covers for Dreamstreets #12
and #19. Her art was last displayed in Dreamstreets #51, a special issue published
by the Delaware Art Museum. Not only has she provided the cover art for this
issue but also other examples will be found within. Nathan Smith also returns
with examples of his quirky style of art in this issue as well.
Of those returning to our page with their poetry are Christine Tabaka,
Robert Fleming, Donald Fry, Jamie Brown, David Kozinski, Elby Rogers, Ken
Segal, David T. Shoemaker, Auset Marian Lee, and James Faltot, who winds
up this issue’s content pointing toward Christmas with a poem about a
grim incident.
Among the poets appearing in Dreamstreets for the first time is Lorraine
MacMillan, who is a regular at the 2nd Saturday Poetry Reading in Wilmington.
Her book of poetry is entitled Deep Blue Ocean of Thoughts. Also new to
Dreamstreets is Kelly Cochran, who describes herself as an educator, activist,
aunt, and dog-mom. She has a Masters Degree in Modernist literature with a
thesis about the nonlinear narration in the works of Virginia Woolf. Also new in
this issue is Lucifer Jones, whose reputation for some precedes him. “Lucifer
Jones,” actually a nom de plume, describes himself as the bastard child of Lilith
and Juiblex and was summoned by teenagers playing the Ouija board at the
Governor Bacon School in Delaware City. He claims to maintain his existence,
“ . . . for the Hell of it.”
Also new to this issue is the unique work of Bert Moniz, who combines
the written word with graphic art, with apologies to Edward Hopper.
Before we move to a more serious matter, I should comment on my own
contribution, which is a short chapter from the yet to be published second edition
of my novel Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul. The only other new chapter, “Eddie,
Lennie and Berenice,” from the second edition was published last November in
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The Broadkill Review. There are two other yet to be published chapters in this
second edition.
We begin Dreamstreets #68 with an article by Geo Stewart about Tom
Watkins, who died this past summer. Tom, along with along with several
others including Rob Jones, operated the 5th Street Gallery in the mid to
late 1970s and made a huge contribution to the art scene in Wilmington.
When Rob Jones died in the 1980s, we paid tribute to him in Dreamstreets #7,
the spring i s s u e of 1989. Dreamstreets contributed to that arts movement,
if only contemporaneously. It was a movement that grew out of a maturing
counter culture as well as one that broke the grip that The Brandywine Art
Tradition held on the local arts environment for decades. Call it the beginnings
of a “Christina Tradition,” if you want to use a local river to define it.
Geo Stewart was an integral participant in that movement, and there is
no better qualified to comment on Tom Watkins’ passing and his significant
role in our cultural history.

–– Steven Leech

Debbie Hegedus
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Shocked & Awed: Tom Watkins and
the Wilmington Art Scene of the 1970s
Geo. Stewart

I was surprised when unconfirmed rumors began to circulate that Wilmington
artist Tom Watkins had died. Here is an excerpt from my autobiography, “It
Was Fun While It Lasted,” augmented and updated, about my days with Tom and
the Rondo Center art collective:
After stretching out my college career past its breaking point, I found myself
in Wilmington, part of a very limited and quickly apparent unsuccessful attempted
at revitalizing the decaying city. Tom Watkins, Joyce Brabner, Craig Dawson and I
were the foundation of an arts collective centered around the Rondo Center
whose various parts included Tom Watkins's studio and apartment, a
cinematique, and a comic book store, Xanadu, run by Craig. The 4-story brick
building sat on the corner or 5th and Shipley streets and use to house one of the
nine newspapers that kept Wilmington’s population well informed (mostly about
sports and murders) as the 18th century drifted invisibly into the 19th. The
building was designed to be functional, with large windows and floors of
roughly hewed wide thick planks, stained by printer’s ink and burned by the
splattering of melted lead used to make type. It was on the very top floor that
once housed the lino-type machines, which had been hung on iron hooks bolted to
a series of mammoth beams that ran across the ceiling.
Like so many of us over-educated, under-qualified baby boomers, Tom had
started out hustling for any sort of job he could get. It led him to being a
dockworker, unloading ships from faraway lands. Tall, rail thin and decidedly
different, he was not accepted in the brotherhood of stevedores who expressed their
disdain by dropping a crate of bananas on him. It landed him not only in the
hospital but with a modest cash settlement, seed money that grew into the Rondo
Center
The studio that also was his living quarters overlooked Market Street at one
end and Shipley Street at the other, only barely perceptible through the two huge
grimy windows. The second-floor theater space was dressed up with a few
mismatched chairs, a couch and well-worn pillows scattered along the floor,
all unsuspectedly donated by the Wilmington Sanitation Department.
Tom and I booked most of the events at The Rondo Center, a casually
scheduled series of programs that was eclectic in the extreme. The Rondo Center was
named after an obscure 1940s character actor Rondo Hatton who suffered from
acromegaly, a rare disease that progressively disfigures its victims, distending limbs
and swelling facial features into a grotesque simulacrum of our Neanderthal
ancestors. The once handsome actor found a sad sort of stardom as a horror
actor employed by a studio pleased to be able to save a fortune in monster
makeup in their rock-gut horror films.
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He was the perfect mascot for Tom and for his biggest undertaking, a
major Happening centered around the Rondo Center and Rob Jones' studio
across the street in what is now The Queen music venue. Christened The First
Annual Sleaze Convention (and so far the ONLY edition of Sleaze Convention),
the event brought the nascent New York Punk Scene to Wilmington. John Holstrom
and Legs McNeal, the publishers of the Punk Magazine came down and Legs
immediately vomited on the studio floor. Soon-to-be super star Debbie Harry also
came, having just left The Stilettos for a new band, Blondie. She gave me one of the
first pressings of their first 45, “Sex Offender”, which immediately became a
staple on Side Two for months before Blondie’s first album came out with the
song re-recorded and retitled to the more acceptable “X Offender.” Sparing much
expense, Tom booked all his guests in the fleabag Terminal Hotel, a name never
more apt, given its location near the train station and the health of most of its
habitués.
The centerpiece of the weekend was the Delaware premiere of John Water's
masterpiece of bad taste, “Desperate Living,” for which Tom had provided a
key prop, a rubber prosthetic penis that got mutilated in the movie. John was there
for the opening night celebration and joined us in one of Tom's organic buffet
dinners that came with the admission.
For the Sleaze Convention, Rob Jones’ gallery displayed a broad selection of
outsider art, including a wall-size collage of detritus that I had collected over the
years, including a Denny's face mask, a plastic ice cube with a fly in it,
various penny toys from a time when such things were actually priced at such a
meager pricepoint, all accompanied by an endless loop to crass commercials
from local broadcasting stations. “If Corns, callouses and bunions bother you” “If
you have a passion for fashion…” “If you didn’t buy your suite from Krass
Brothers…” If, If, If…
Later that spring Edie “The Egg Lady” Massey, John Waters' second most
famous star, came to town for a visit. Tom somehow convinced the city fathers that
such a famous personage was a natural to lead the Wilmington Easter Parade down
Market Street. It even made the papers: Eddie dressed regally with a basket of
spring flowers promenading arm in arm in arm with a giant bunny.
The most financially successful film ever shown at the Rondo Center, was a
double bill of the TAMI Show and The T.N.T Show, some of the first movies to be
shot on high-def video (by Steve Allen's crew) and then transferred to film. They are
seminal documents, unseen for years, of many of the most important Top Forty acts
of 1964, including the likes of Chuck Berry, Gerry & The Pacemakers, Smokey
Robinson and The Miracles, Lesley Gore, The Beach Boys, James Brown and the
Rolling Stones. The house was packed.
Over its 18-month existence, The Rondo Center exposed the local cognoscenti
to a mixed bag of delights. I was behind the booking of a potpourri film from 1938
called “The Goldwyn Follies,” that featured many of my favorite – and very obscure
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– refugees from vaudeville, including the Ritz Brothers and Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy. The music was by George Gershwin and proved to be his last
film score before his premature death. Each show was augmented by an
assortment of classic cartoons and musical shorts long forgotten and nearly
impossible to see until YouTube made nearly everything available. We live in
amazing times.
A patron of the arts down in Maryland somewhere lent us a tabletop halfinch video deck which I began to explore back at the Rondo Center. That first night, I
threaded it up and dragged the camera over to the studio's tiny balcony that looked
out on the corner of 5th & Shipley. Framing the neighborhood bar to the right and
the storefront apartment next to it for no apparent reason, I began to roll tape on the
quiet summer's night. After a half hour Tom became bored and so had I, so when he
said to turn it off, stop wasting tape, I did – unfortunately because just then a
drunk staggered from the corner bar and made his way down the cracked and
cluttered sidewalk supporting himself by leaning on the buildings. He was doing
alright until he reached the storefront apartment's picture window that was unable
to support his weight and gave way dropping a huge sheet of glass on his body
as he tumbled inside. The elderly woman who lived there began a long series of
defining screeches, which seemed to awake the drunk sufficiently from his stupor
that he was able to rise up and toddle away. Why he had not been bifurcated
horizontally by this heavy glass guillotine is a mystery for the ages that baffles
me still. But they say “God protects fools, drunks and children,” though I could
never figure out why the first two would get such preferential treatment.
Like most golden ages it was brief but influential. Tom’s art was years ahead
of its time and migrated north to NYC without him thanks to Tom’s studio assistant,
Julia Gordon, who soon had made the move north. There she produced with Rick
Brown a true music fanzine, one of the first to celebrate the Punk scene, a long
overdue reaction to the excesses of progressive rock. Called “Beat It”, it was four- to
-six hand-stapled Xeroxed pages with large hand colored picture and minimal copy.
Once on a stopover from a brief trip to London she came to America with the
Sex Pistols debut 45, “Anarchy in the U.K.” Like a cacophonous coronavirus, it
spread quickly and killed off a lot of Early 70s rock star sellouts. Change was
really in the air.
I had also moved on, heading back to Newark where Barry Solan had just
revitalized the town with his takeover of the State Theater. I lost touch with Tom.
Most of us did. I didn’t see him again until 2015 when the Delaware Art
Museum had a major exhibition dedicated to the Art scene in Wilmington and
Newark from the late Seventies and Early Eighties. Tom looked healthy and happy,
but as Gregg Kirk reported in his insightful obit on June 24, 2021, in his Big Shout
Magazine, things had become weird even by Tom’s standards.
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He had begun working in films in various capacities, first in Delaware on
The Dead Poet’s Society, later in Philadelphia, New Jersey and even New York. In
the
1970s being polymorphous perverse
was shocking. In the 1990s it just
seemed tired. But it led Tom to try
matrimony, which not surprisingly
didn’t take. Kirk tells of Tom pleading
“with his wife not to divorce him by
saying to her, ‘You PROMISED you
wouldn’t leave me … through thick and
thin. In front of people!'" It was about
at that time that he lost interest
in pursuing
his
artwork
and
commercial interests with the same
fervor as before. Instead, he took to
selling his spinal fluid to experimental
labs in a series of spinal taps that
caused him week-long headaches.”
I have been told by one in a
position to know that to live outside the
law you must be honest and that Tom
always was, even when it wasn’t in his best interest to do so. A friend told me
recently about going to a party at Tom’s tiny Philadelphia apartment only to
discover the main coarse was a series of S&M performances. Light refreshments
were also served. When the Corona virus shut down almost all film shoots, Tom was
left out of work. Most of his artwork was left to decompose in an $18 a month
storage locker that he couldn’t afford to reclaim. In the last posting I have seen since
his death, a gray decrepit old man answering to his name was selling the final dregs
of his artwork to indifferent tourists in Rittenhouse Square. At some point a cut on
his foot bloomed into septicemia, which was left untreated due to his lack of money
and our nation’s lack of adequate healthcare. He died consumed from the inside like
a victim in some 50s sci-fi movie. He would have loved it.
To view some of Tom Watkins’ artwork, a link has been provided by the Delaware Art
Museum: https://emuseum.delart.org/people/7956/tom-watkins/objects.

Geo. Stewart is a writer, filmmaker, artist and radio host. He is also an
award-winning producer/director/writer of commercials and industrial
videos. His film criticisms, interviews and reviews have appeared over the years
in FilmFax/Outre Magazine, Cool & Strange Music Magazine, The TLA Film &
Video Guide, Rewind Magazine, and the critically acclaimed book Images In
The Dark. He is currently working on annotating the poetry of Geetz Romo.
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New Dreamstreets Guidelines
Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre délicat,
— Hypocrite lecteur, — mon semblable, — mon frère!
You know him, reader, that refined monster,
—Hypocrite reader,—my twin,— my brother!
(Charles Beaudelaire, “Au Lecteur,” Fleurs de Mal)
What do you have that’s edgy? We have long insisted that we are progressive,
diverse, averse to anything racist or sexist, but unafraid of being edgy. Indeed,
we have always seen ourselves as a vehicle for art marginalized by the insular
esthetic of Delaware’s political economy as well as its insular geography,
which this writer once referred to as America’s diverticulum, where all the
shit gets stuck.
Not to demean those publishing in the broader landscape, but there is a lot of
tippy-toe literature out there, enlightened maybe, but unwilling to unveil the
dark side, the twist in one’s smile, the ambiguous, neurotic, neuro-atypical soul
sloshing heavily through the shallows, unable, as in a nightmare, to reach shore.
Sure, to quote ourselves, “We like everthing from avant-guard to home-spun.
But let’s let our guards down; let’s prick our dainties on the spindles. Show us
those lines you concealed for what they revealed, hypocrite lecteur!
Submission Guidelines (Read these carefully, or you may be ignored.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre from Delawareans and those in the
Delaware Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not reprint
previously published contemporary work although one previously published
poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just make sure
we know, so we can give credit. Our reading periods are during the months of
December and June for our spring and fall issues, respectively. Anything
received outside of these submission periods will not be accepted or answered.
Our summer issue is curated without submissions.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages. For prose, 10 pages is roughly the
limit. Begin no more than one poem on a page and make your stanza breaks
clear. Send your work to dreamstreets(dot)press(at)gmail(dot)com AS A SINGLE
ATTACHED DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx). PLEASE, DO NOT
MAKE US OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL DOCUMENTS. Write
“Submission” in the email subject heading. IN YOUR SINGLE DOCUMENT,
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include a cover page with name, address, phone number, email, and a short bio
of 50 words or less, and indicate your connection to Delaware. Those who need
to use snail mail may address a hard copy of their submission to Dreamstreets
Press, P. O. Box 4593, Newark, DE 19715. Double space prose, single space
poetry, use 12-pt Times New Roman font, and remove extra space between
paragraphs. Align text left, except for special or unusual typography, in which
case, we may have to work with you to render it faithfully.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover letter if
you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work becomes
elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication, when all
rights revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print
publication and magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you republish
your
work.
Submit only once per reading period in each genre unless we ask for
more. Our editorial committee will review your work and get back to you before
the next issue.

Debbie Hegedus
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Ann Christine Tabaka
Awaiting Spring
Early March.
Snow melts slowly from the side meadow,
receding by mere inches with each breath of day.
North-facing hill / sun barely kissing the ground at noon.
It was a hard winter this year / harder than last.
Emerging shoots of green, peeking through patches of white,
smile up at me as I walk out to greet them.
Tree-shaded ferns unfurl / hiding among the shadows.
Birds singing to their mates remind me spring is here.
I count the dreams that I planted in fall,
hoping for the miracle of new birth.
It is too early to tell, but my heart knows.
They are a promise that comes each year,
just like the summer rains.
Early March - so full of wonder and anticipation
of things to come.

Kindred Spirits
Stretched out the length of my legs,
your warm body finds comfort
in the valley between my thighs.
You slowly slip deeper into that familiar space.
Ears twitch while soft purrs fill the air.
You rise, standing on tiptoes,
arching your back.
Turning around you lie down on my soft belly,
then cradle in my arms.
You seek comfort and warmth.
You seek total commitment,
until it is time for you to go.
It is always on your terms.
Your personality matches mine so perfectly.
We are one and the same, you and I …
my little black cat
9

Robert Fleming
Ground-Human Day
above grounders smited to below grounders
humans ungrounded
humans live the Coober Pedy way
humans ungrounded
cave and mine shaft homes fell
humans ungrounded
well and hill homes fell
humans ungrounded
burrows summer scorch no more
humans ungrounded
burrows winter freeze no more
humans ungrounded
above ground predators prey on unground prey
humans ungrounded
burrows sealed as humans pray
humans ungrounded
predators bubble gum burrow openings
humans ungrounded
burrow tunnels under crops ruin crops
humans ungrounded
farmers anti-freeze burrow openings
humans ungrounded
humans unburrowed don’t see shadow
humans grounded
10

Lorraine MacMillan
I AM NOT LAZY
I am not lazy I am creative you must see
it is the true me.
I get tired and feel
a bit wired
I write and sometimes draw
hey I also hang out at the local mall.
I love to watch the people float around
and the children laugh out loud
but I must say I do not enjoy a busy crowd.
I am not lazy but some say I act
a little crazy
I am a creative soul
as I love words to explain
what is what
as sometimes from the pen
I almost feel as though I have been cut.
I am I say not lazy as I explore more
and more
as that is what a poet is for

“Put down those guns”
It is so sad to see so many die
guns are to blame and the people
who pull the trigger.
Trouble lingers in the street
some know it so well
as the news has a lot to tell.
The empty shell case on the ground
someone arrested or some never found.
Put down those guns everyone
this is a tragic affair and to so
many not being fair.
too many young shot
and found dead
This is what a family does dread
So put down those guns
to save all those young sons.
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Kelly Cochran
Writing Trauma
It is a Saturday morning in May.
Sunlight glares off my windshield, and I am late for yoga.
Sitting at a red light, my knuckles clenched white on the steering wheel,
Eyes puffy, cheeks splotchy, snot and tears dribbling down my chin
While I hyperventilate.
My heart and head are pounding.
I convulse in corpse-rigid desperation,
My foot heavy on the brake.
I close my eyes, tilt my head back, breathe into it –
And scream my full-throated exhale to the universe,
Loud and long as I can,
Fully committed to the serotonin harvest of catharsis.
On the next inhale, I open my eyes.
From the sidewalk, a kid in a college sweatshirt stares
In concerned disbelief.
Our eyes meet in a moment of uninvited intimacy,
And together
We are deer in the headlights.
On the next inhale,
I wipe my sleeve across my face
And look straight ahead.
When the light turns green,
I do not look back.
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Springtime Quarantine Vibe
“35-year-old female,” says the paramedic into his radio.
“Pandemic symptoms.”
With no mask to spare for the cab ride home,
I fold up the fare and pass it to the driver in a latex glove.
oOh – dat springtime quarantine vibe!
yoga in the park
family NoonZoom™
rearranging furniture
pacing ‘tween the walls
Neighbors call to each other from our balconies,
windows open, walls thin, secondhand contact;
children parade down the sidewalk to the school bus
to pick up chicken nuggets or PB&J.
Late afternoon sunlight pools on my bedroom floor,
and every day the death toll rises.
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Donald F. Fry
They Have a Secret They Refuse to Share:
Villanelle of Crows
Sable Priests, sacred, feathered robes they wear;
Heavenward they force a Hawk’s retreat.
They have a secret they refuse to share.

Their incessant caws murder sense. Beware
fellow scavengers and us – crows’ deceit!
Sable Priests, sacred, feathered robes they wear.

Tuxedos for a meal of ort they wear.
Cars pass, they stay, fly hearing my hushed feet.
They have a secret they refuse to share.

Vultured thieves on Calvary, one cross bare;
Sanhedrin crows take mystery to their lair.
Sable Priests, sacred, feathered robes they wear.

Scarecrows we create, to the crow, threadbare.
They slink,skulk, strut fearless to our conceit.
They have a secret they refuse to share.
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Gulls cede the shore to non-human prayers,
echoed by Octopi from coral suites.
Sable Priests, sacred, feathered robes they wear.
They have a secret they refuse to share.

Confluence
The Susquehanna’s branches did converge
(as when our gurgling congress had convened.
to source our tributary most serene,
despite the gush, rush, push of our twin surge.)

At Sunbury I snapped this photograph,
A copse of trees at the confluence there,
A squaw’s headdress - our daughter’s russet hair,
Its sheen shines from your gene tree’s dexter half.
The river splits our state in two, but love,
our love conjoins and concentrates these streams,
to make concurrent these rivulets seem,
to concourse, damned below, unsluiced above.

For eons river gods had sent downstream,
Backdrops; framed, art of our connubial team.
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Jamie Brown
Alternatives
Let there be planes of existence
a drive is a drive
between Deming and Lordsburg
or Detroit and Cleveland
between here and now
between there and then
or between some un-named city-scape
and some unnamed country retreat
sun, rain, snow
it is all the same drive
it is all the same is.

Bikaver

†

What is the color of bull’s blood
as it seeps into the hardpacked ground, making
it soft and muddy
with expired life?
Hemingway
is like banana bread-you can smell the fruit
wafting over
Pamplona
amid the acridity
of manure and blood.
(† from the name of a popular Hungarian dark red wine, Egri Bikaver,
or “Bull’s Blood of Eger”)
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Age
Moving
with
deliberation
age
considers
itself
one foot
before
the other
each day
counted
with its
distractions
each
hourly
subtraction
from
the face
of the clock
awaiting
the buzzer
which
will announce
the end
of the game.

Debbie Hegedus
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Bert Moniz
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Moment 19
TWO OLD GENTS ARRIVE ON A TRAIN
Douglas Morea
One seat remaining empty in my train car as I enter. Another old gent in window
seat beside that empty. He look just like me except I can't see his face, for it is
pressed against window as train begins moving, and station slides away into trees. I
sit down, say to myself oh well here is home away from home for duration. Other
old gent seems not to notice me-although large I am lean, so don't flop over arm-rest
onto neighbor. So he keep staring out window at nothing but leaves of trees rushing
by. I ask myself why does he keep staring at nothing but leaves, till I wonder why
am I staring at old man who does nothing but stare. So I think: I must not follow, but
act. "Lovely monotony,” I offer, for conversation. And he turn his face to me. "Yes.
It is:' he smile, with no irony. His face rounder in bones than mine, but cheeks are
sunken. Even so, his smile is bright and simple, like he offer me plain tea in tiny cup
with no handle. But I make a handle somehow anyway, and we chat lightly. I say
offhand something like I have long trip ahead. So, as if to shut me up so I don't talk
that long and maybe then he can go back to window thank you, he say, "Since you
care less for monotony than I do, would you like me to tell you my personal story?"
Outside window trees rush on silently by, and I remember poem that goes: The
woods are lovely, dark and deep ... ,” so since I not sleepy I say sure, you talk. And
he says, "When I was thirteen I had sex for first time, and it was with my mother,”
Well, he sure shut my mouth good.
When I thirteen I have sex with my mother-he say that like saying when I a
boy scout I learn to tie square knot. What does one say – Next time you see mom
give her my best? I don't want ask how that happen because I afraid he will tell me,
so I ask him: "How did that happen?" And he tell me.
"It all began with my father a long time ago;' he begin, and I want to say yes I
certain it must have, but I refrain, and he go on: "My dad never sick a day in his life.
All my twelve years he goes to work every day, or stays home and works in the
yard. Mom and dad very happy, and me very happy only child. Then one day he
feels bad in his belly. He goes to the doctor and they do lots of tests. Colon cancer.
Stage four. They give him two years. But he feels worse fast, and can't eat.
Operation. Start chemo next day? Next day too weak for chemo. Next day, hospital.
Next day, liver fails, then kidneys. Next day, dad dies. Like two years get into a car
and run you over lickety splat. So how did my dad die? Got hit by a ghost.”
He turn to window again. Suddenly no trees, just far fields to horizon. But
soon trees and close leaves again. All silent, except now no more monotony. Silence
become part of story, so I let it be. Only when I shift in my seat and it squeak, he turn
back to me, and he say, "I'm not boring you, am I?" And I hurry to assure oh no, not
boredom. So he carry forth:
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“After dad died I went back to school of course. Life at first stayed so normal
it felt wrong. Like, why did the birds keep chirping? How odd? I still had friends –
only difference was while I still went over to their place, they no longer came to
mine. I never told them, and mom never told me, that they couldn't. But somehow
the air of the world knew, and every breath said don't come here. It was mom.
Mom changed. Not fast. No jerks. Instead like after school you and your friends are
playing ball, and it gets darker so slowly and you're so into throwing and catching
that soon you're doing it in the dark, still seeing a ball you can't, like a cartoon
walking off a cliff and not falling 'cause he doesn't know he's supposed to. That's
how mom changed, too slowly for either of us to know she wasn't supposed to.”
"Would you like a soda?" I ask. "I got couple and I thirsty:' I had made note
he not have any bag for such a long trip. Yes, thank you, he say, and he finish half of
it right off. So he really thirsty, yet still do nothing for it on his own. Then he go on:
"The house got quieter and quieter. Dad left us pretty well fixed, so mom
didn't need to go out for a job. Funny she didn't, though, because she did have skills,
and a business she'd worked at on and off that she'd liked, and stood invited to go
back to. Instead she sat, in the livingroom mostly, in front of the TV she left off that I
mustn't turn on. No radio or recorded stuff. Go watch and listen in your own room,
son, she said. Funny, she never called me son till after dad died. Never my name
anymore, just son. Slowly she gave up preparing meals, although she did shop for
food and feed herself. I was old enough to feed myself, but I missed mom's care. I
kept getting lonelier, and stayed out more with friends to take up the slack. Mom
had friends, but left off calling them, or calling them back. She seemed to take
care of herself physically. Laundry, toiletries. Stayed clean and nicely dressed. But
she just sat in the livingroom, in dad's chair, eyes either far in reverie or carefully
tracing out the furniture, inch by inch, piece by piece. Yes, there is the book case,
there is the lamp, there is the sofa, the statuesque mummy of the TV, the armoire,
the dead palm tree in the colorful glazed Mexican planter. All remains. Ah well.”
"It got so quiet that the rush of blood in your ears came on loud as the white
noise of crickets in a meadow. And it got dry, but you didn't notice because silence
gave body to the air that moisture once had. I went out when it rained. Mom didn't,
but instead one day said son why don't we lie down in bed together like we used to
and just hug a little? And I was happy to, because it was something instead of
nothing, and it was normal because we'd been a huggy family. The return to the
sound and feel of someone else breathing, the aroma of a someoneelse, the return to
humidity, was all sweet, and was for me a returning to what had been, and not a
going on to any new strangeness. Not at first. Did mom have a plan? Mom was a
grown, experienced woman, and I just a thirteen year old boy, who did not yet
recognize my new body and the new feelings that charmed it and my mind, vining
me lush with scary omens I did not yet know to fear. Yet I still to this day believe
that at first mom had no plan, because for her also, in her own very different way,
this was all too new.”
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"In hindsight and from this distance of being long outside that moment, the
need of what came to pass is obvious. At the time it was not: the gradual but
insistent increase of physical insisting, on both sides. Arousal became the walls and
watched ourselves within. Still, I felt safe with mom. What boy doesn't? Naked with
a woman doctor? No thanks, 'cause she's a girl. But with mom? Morn's not a girl.
Until. Kisses and presses of body on body, turned into a lover. And a new liquid that
felt like a splendid garden of grief and sorrow began coming out of me, like I was
crying at the wrong end of my body, like tears I had not yet cried for dad, like mom
was crying over him through me. Mindlessly we abandoned clothes for the
protection of sheets – which unlike clothes can keep ghosts out. I was going back to
where I'd come out, where dad had started me. Was mom taking him back through
me? A question I could feel but not find words for. Besides, mom and I did not talk,
not to name what was happening or why. Only her eyes talked. They said never
say.”
"Oh;' I say to him. My vain stab at helpful. Then: "What you do since? Was
there help for your sadness?" And he say: "I grew very ashamed as I grew to see the
world has only a shadow for me to make my home in. Teenager I wander from
home over years. I don't run, but walk away. Like a cat strays one more house down
the block each night till one morning lost is the way back, and only home now is any
shadow matches the shade of me. I learned mom died decades later. Nothing for an
unborn again shadow like me to miss. So now I live on trains when I can, find peace
in the scrubbing of forests as they wash by. Monotony, the good giving up, the good
death that doesn't die. An okay sad.”
The quiet feels at rest, so I say: "Thank you, sir, for your sadness and your
strength. Is there any way for me to help? Money for food I might spare?" And he
say: "Yes. Promise not to snitch on me to the conductor, so I can hide and swipe a
ticket for a free ride back.” I shrug and promise. And looking I see his fine suit is
really old rags on good behavior, like a saluting soldier whose boots do shine but
squish with blood. So I say: "Sir, tellya what. I head home now to big farm with big
family. Fine folk who'll take you in. Lots of trees with leaves too, if you still want
'em.” And he say: "What would I be good for, to earn my keep?" So I say: "Big farm,
Mister, lots of jobs-be fun surprise to find out yours, no? Besides, you must know
war is coming. Wars kill and eat shadows like you, to grow their own darkness
bigger. So come. Under cover of my bright, and you live. I swear not tell your
story. My folks accept you anyway, but you free to lie to them – I will just listen with
mum smile.”
And that old gent he did come. Been couple years now. Put him to work
alright, but grindstone not grind him down-he gain weight instead. But only cheeks
take on fat, rest of gain is muscle and grin. What's he good for? Surprises! And good
for him. He frolic every day like cricket in our meadow. You want to know all he
good for? You come down and see yourself – only you got to promise not to snitch.
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"A mean-spirited fate flings a web of malice and hatred. How far can it reach?
How many will it ensnare? A masterfully written novel.”
––Arabella S. Bianco
“A non linear novel, yet layered like the petals of a lotus. A personal history made
of elaborate metaphors. Begin anywhere, end up somewhere.”
–– Steven Leech

Get your copy from: https://www.saltwatermedia.com/shop/
for-the-children-of-the-lotus-by-douglas-morea
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Elby Rogers
ATMOSPHERIC SKULL SODOMIZING A GRAND PIANO
You wake up to a vanishing dream
An empty child needs to be filled up
Even fire in the desert would do
Simultaneous platitudes required
Or that overheated skull might explode
Imagine a man who is not self-aware
Who thinks he is the D. C. über alles
He will never get back to Kafkaesque
Every slight is in the dictionary:
You hurt me, I hurt you philosophy
Cut to Scene Two: a village in summer
An almost idyllic scene of the past
Three hundred thousand ghosts want to know why
That landscape was ever interrupted

THE SICK OF CÚ CHULAINN
All of a sudden, I’m on your radar
I never could get you out of my mind
Three impolitic children in a play
New York City at 7 pm
It’s all about getting back on the bus
To get to the restaurant, climb the ladder
In truth, we might have been deeply in love
Midtown Manhattan – the present day
Is slightly more disturbing than high school
Warmongering and megalomaniacs
Did we make love or did we disappear
Or are we still compelled to act the fool?
A beautiful hotel room aperitif
More important than an abstract idea
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David P. Kozinski
What to Do with Anything
No matter who handled the wheel
it was all over the road – noisy gears
and the likelihood of ending
turned around on the bank
off the shoulder. Sand accrued there
interestingly enough to wonder
and when the rubber
sank softly as gums
the night swallowed
and we rolled out.
It was all over the road
and surrounding settlement
that the course was erratic or worse
un-soldierly and that nothing
in the way of wings peeked
up out of those soft shoulders
nothing seeped from those cool eyes
and get-down mouth
while the scuttlebutt
buffeted against her striking heart.
I bought a cheap parlay
took a flier on a tranche
of refrigerator boxes and submerged paper.
This is the only way to chew
a cherry here in Delaware
(everything else being sewn shut)
on a summer night, full-ish moon
with all that portent hanging in the trees
the hashish tasting a little of sausage
and sage in the safety of the paddock.
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Dice laughed on the table
like a chatter of death
and there were a few Darvon
in a drawer. In the morning bees
would be back but for now mostly crickets
did the talking. Eyes like jellied fire, Ruthie
and Sara Beth compared the colors
of their petals – coral, tan and putty –
willows sifting a breeze – and it didn’t matter
what I did with my hands.

Fairy

Nathan Smith
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Ken Segal
Bipolar Regret
My heart is full of Bipolar Regret,
But thank the Lord, I ain't dead yet!
I still recall the day we met,
I'm glad you're in my life.
My manic highs meant no more sleep,
I know I acted like a creep,
I gave away what I could not keep,
It pierced me like a knife.
In downward times I nearly died,
I said "I'm okay," but I lied.
So many times I'd suicide,
But you saved me, my wife.
Today I'm feeling quite alright,
I work by day and sleep by night,
Not always wrong, nor always right,
So play the drums and fife!
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Where are you from?
Where are you from, my Bee Eff Eff,
An endless bass or a G-cef?
Were you a chick inside an egg?
Oh, tell me, My Friend, this I beg!
Did you arrive from outer space?
I see galaxies in your face.
Did another dimension leave you here?
Your origin just isn't clear.
Did God Above create your soul,
Or did you escape from a black hole?
Was another dimension your world, your home,
Or did you come from out of sea foam?
Are you sacred or sacrilegious?
Were you a foodstuff most delicious?
Did you come from another land?
When you speak, will I understand?
Your origin's a mystery,
I do not know your history.
Still, I enjoy you anyway,
A being of light, a solar ray.
No matter whether near or far,
You look just like a movie star!
I do not know your origin,
Nor favorite meal, or next-of-kin.
No matter how you came to be,
I'm awfully glad that you're with me!
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David T. Shoemaker
Process of Elimination
By default,
All men are Straight
We know this isn't true,
But it's the assumption
Our society operates under.

If you are not Straight,
Then you must be Gay.
This is the reassuring presumption
That confirms our Dualistic,
Black and White,
Republican and Democrat,
Labour and Tory,
Us vs. Then,
Good vs. Evil
Nature of the World.

If you are not Straight,
AND you are not Gay,
Then you must be Bi-And if you are Bi,
You are just afraid
To admit to yourself,
That you are Gay,
Because in a Black and White World
You are either Straight or Gay.

If you are into Sheep,
You are either Welsh
Or Pan--at least
That's what I hear
From English comedians.
¯\_(ツ)_/¯
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If you are not Straight,
Gay, Bi, or Pan, then
You must be Ace-Or dead.

And if, somehow,
You manage to NOT be
Straight,
Gay,
Bi,
Pan, or
Ace
AND you still identify as Male
(& were born with male parts)
Then you're just Queer!
Thank God Rainbows embrace
More colors than Black and White!
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Playing Along
We manage to find each other
Even when we are not looking.
We break the codes
We didn’t know were there
And discover worlds
Hidden in plain sight.
Or at least, I did.
Years ago,
Before there were cell phones
To keep us occupied
While we were “occupied”—
When the only things to read
Were the collected works
Of the Pissoir Poets:
“Here I sit
Brokenhearted
Came to shit
But only farted”—
I sat in a stall
In the mall’s mens room
Daydreaming.
Faintly, I heard
TAP-tap-tap-TAP-tap
On the wall of the stall next to me.
Being bored, I replied
TAP-TAP.
Contact made,
My “neighbor” made his next move.
Heel first, then toe,
He eased his left foot
An inch closer to the gap
Below the stall wall.
I decided to play along.
I eased my right foot
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In a similar way
An inch towards his.
He repeated his move
Gaining another inch.
Not to be outdone,
I took an inch and a half.
He quickly took the remaining ground
Moving his leg against the stall wall.
I moved mine to the wall,
My foot touching his.
He whispered:
“Meet me outside the north entrance in five minutes!”
And left.
My heart started to race.
Should I double down
Or fold?
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Phillip Bannowsky
Sexual Universe
The way the universe looks at me,
I’m convinced it wants to fuck.
The question is,
is it a copulatory gaze
or just a collagen smile?
Is it a creative come-hither from that darkest space in the cosmic vitreous
humor that beckons with a dim, distant glint of the Bang. . .
or an infusion of fibrous protein found in skin, bone, tendon, cartilage and
other connective tissue that renders gelatin or glue when boiled in
water,
makes a mouth look like a vulva?
Is it an archetypal roundness, the Ourabouros of the first ballooning birth
or just a money shot?
Mother Earth
or Mammon, burning babies for gold?
Is it the intelligence of random design,
the chance encounter of proteins in a chromosomal dance,
love at first sight, chemistry, flesh and sweet fruit,
pheromonal ecstasy, and free souls on fire?
or God’s fraudulent game,
with rules made up as He goes along,
changing staves into snakes, wine into blood,
setting traps to strip foreskins, snare souls,
discard the ashes, and scatter the dust?
I remember my first love:
Princess Summerfall Winterspring on Howdy Doody,
a mere plank of flat-chested, painted pine,
but I was in love!
Suddenly one afternoon in 1951 she was replaced
with a real flesh and blood
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though still phosphorescent Indian Princess
with braids, buckskins,
and BOOBS!
feeding my polymorphous perversity for two years
until the actress Judy Tyler quit
and was last sighted as Elvis’s girlfriend in Jailhouse Rock
on a reel of aging celluloid.
And once I even dreamed of her,
and once I forgot which one I dreamed,
and once I even forgot I’d dreamed.
Gaze, grin, bang, glue, love’s chance, God’s scheme,
knotholes, knockers, skins, souls, row your boat and life’s a . . .
rendered
fibrous
protean
dream?

Lovelight

Nathan Smith
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Auset Marian Lee
A SLAVE SHIP NAMED "DESIRE"
life was barefoot, too tender for palm wine
too virgin for marriage bed when they bound me
on a ship named “Desire”; on this wooden ark
my nation slipping away, shrinking in my eye
the ocean swallowing but drowning us not
too far from the circle fire and drum,
too far from the songs and libations
too far from the brief huts with perfumed chairs,
too far from the goats and bullocks,
too far from the plaintains and chickens flaming
in salt of wood ashes
these men reek strange on a ship where
we are fouled below, tightly bound and tethered,
iron chained infamy, blood lace;
the air is not; is a knife to cut you in two
with no fresh supply save on deck where
they drink ugly spirits and unwoman women
but in the distance I see it ripe and clean
hovering over waters pitched; it is calling…
I follow my spirit floating away
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ON THE AUCTION BLOCK
in the marketplace that day
straight from the bowels
of that demon ship,
their whiteness stuck to my mind
as they came upon my nakedness
standing on the barter block;
they laughed their familiarity and
stained me with their eyes;
drooling animals, horrid beasts
in the light of a reluctant day
they mocked my chains, prodding me
in places innocent and rare;
their eyes darted and tongues
pink ribbons of lust and wager
barked like dogs in a strange land
where houses piled up from the ground;
I was surprised that the
the sun shone nonetheless
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When God Was a Black Woman
when God was a black woman
Murray would slice me off a
little extra at the deli
fat women in spandex got winks
black was worshipped but
nobody bent a knee
no bloody crucifixes
or shiny rosary supplicatons
Jesus rose and Sylvia
Plath lived; Zora Neale
Hurston died in a plush grave
with lilies
when God was a black
woman you knew her name:
Maude
and saw her at
the bodega right on time
for plump plantains
she had sweetened just so
and zodiac candles
that fogged the glass
with black smoke;
there was no Starbucks
nobody spoke to her
because fame had no pull
but she was temperamental
(Mother Nature after all) but
never jealous;
her last lover had taken a liking to
Lila with the hitched skirt
but she never raised a
hem; not impressed with herself
more circular than hierarchal
she was however tempted to go to
the head of the long line at Suzy’s
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for sweet potatoes and fresh fish
in Harlem when it was not gentrified
and people could afford to live
nobody prayed but
people sang a lot
on the street, in
cars and at sporting
events where men
didn’t try to kill each
other -times were different;
there were no cockpits
on planes but a lot
of womb rooms that
gave birth to intelligent
machinery that did not
bend men’s backs or
corset women in kitchens;
there were no niggahs
and black onyx was sacred
diamonds were used for
tools not weddings
my name is Maude Morningstar
my husband is Maude Eagle
(we’re all Maude)
and there are no police in
our neighborhood because
Maude has The Eye
and we love her
… so…
I don’t always recognize
her because she changes
wigs, wears happy lochs
and sometimes a veil;
when she’s bald she is
almost too beautiful to behold
when God was a black
woman my color was not
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in question and nobody
stole my humanity or
TV; it was a long time ago
before the ice formed
and we fell into forgetfulness;
now nobody knows the
real name of God and if
you know it you can’t
say it, and magic is a
trick that backs up on you;
but I know magic from
a time that life was golden
Jesus sipped wine
and did not mind when
the ladies chose the Baptist
with his sandy lochs and that
twinkle in his eye
those were the days

Franetta McMillian
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Some Light in the Deepest Dark

Steven Leech

Poe stumbled in from the future, disheveled and wearing only one shoe. He
snuck up the stairs to his old neighbor George Lippard’s office.
Poe had known George Lippard since 1842 when Lippard worked for The
Spirit of the Times across the street from Graham’s Magazine where Poe worked.
Seven years later, and publishing his own Quaker City Weekly, Lippard had many
admirers as well as some vicious detractors. He knew where the line was
between them, between those sycophants of the upper tenth who had no
empathy for the lower million. Those in the lower million were those who
favored literary pariahs, and who felt great affinity for both Lippard and Poe.
Philadelphia on Thursday August 23, 1849 was hot, humid and foul. Poe
had flashed upon that summer of August 1831, after which he believed
Armistead Gordon had saved his life from disease and death in Baltimore. Poe’s
apparent stealth coming up those stairs may have had more to do with the
stifling heat.
“You’re my last hope,” Poe pleaded. “If you fail me, I can do nothing but
die.”
Lippard did what he could to give Poe rest. He heated up tea to a boil and
let it steep, and found the last of the fresh bread along with some fresh fruit, an
apple and a peach.
“Like a bolt,” Poe sputtered with food and deep breaths, “I was thrust into
the future and then dragged back into poverty. Had I spent too much time
looking back upon science dispelling alchemy, and making sense of it all? I’ve
seen the day, two thousand years from now, when those living on this planet
will get us entirely wrong, yet come to conclusions based on false assumptions.”
“Do you think,” Lippard asked, “that those of us living now have got it
wrong about those who lived two thousand years ago?”
“Convinced of it,” Poe regaining some verve with nourishment.
The two talked for a spell while Poe ate, about his latest work Eureka and
how scientific discoveries had spawned even metaphysical speculation and stark
revelation. A prose poem he called it.
“It all comes in togethering in Eureka,” Poe concluded, “and falls flat. In
what kind of times are we living? I’ve cast off into a sea of scientific revelation
and thus have become rudderless in dark and meandering winds.”
Lippard had left Poe fit enough to leave in order to find some money so
that he could get to Richmond. It was a blistering hot day. A sickly sweet scent
came from the sewers. He knew the places he had to visit.
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“Tell them that I’m sick, that I haven’t a bed to sleep upon. That I only
want to get out of Philadelphia. Tell them plainly. For God’s sake don’t fail me.
You’re my last hope.”
Those words hung with Lippard. Had Poe been not able to accomplish the
feat on his own? Poe was sick, he realized, but others might think worse, that Poe
was drunk or hung over. Perhaps the reputation persisted regarding Poe of his
drunkenness. However, Lippard knew Poe would get drunk on so little. One
glass of wine could make him a blithering drunk. Lippard suspected Poe had
contracted the wasting disease, and on the crest of new hope in Richmond where
the widow Elmira waited to infuse fresh air into Poe’s life. His youth, once
denied, should be renewed with the promise of life with Elmira, near to his heart
at home and into old age. She’d be sure Poe was properly fed and given rest and
respite.
Lippard left Poe in his office when he’d begun his mission to raise some
funds. He wasn’t feeling well and the oppressive temperature made him sweat
profusely. He considered the more promising prospects. One was Louis A.
Goday, the publisher of Goday’s Lady’s Book. Goday and associate, Samuel D.
Peterson, each donated five dollars.
Lippard began to feel sicker than he had earlier. The afternoon was
beginning to wane. He ducked into a small tavern to quench his thirst and ran
into fellow author Charles Chauncey Burr, who was with another man he did not
know. When Lippard declared that he was coming to the aid of Edgar Allan Poe
the unidentified man was vociferous.
“Not a dollar! Not a dollar!”
Burr, who published The Nineteenth Century in Philadelphia, perhaps not
wanting to rile his companion demurred a bit. Poe and Burr were friends, part of
the city’s circle of authors and publishers.
“I’ll see what I can do,” Burr said quietly. Lippard knew he had meant
what he said, and finishing his drink headed back out into the fierce sun and
dense air.
The drink had made Lippard feel a little bloated, uncomfortable but not as
uncomfortable as he had before seeking refreshment.
Halfway down the street Lippard saw a familiar figure walking toward
him, recognized for his pious flamboyance, if one could characterize him as such.
The Reverend Doctor F.A.T. Pyne, Minister of his “Universal American Patent
Gospel Exposition,” evangelized fervently against Catholics and the sins of the
Roman Pope. Much of his activity concerned raising money for armed
mercenaries to guard against the “papist and Irish long pigs.” He also received
offerings from lonely male parishioners to guide or provide them with female
companionship in the name of love and happiness.
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F.A.T. Pyne had bolstered his reputation as an anti-papist during
Philadelphia’s Bible riots in May 1844, leading mobs of the faithful to burn St.
Augustine’s Church on 4th Street near Vine to the ground, “a Catholic boil” as the
Reverend Doctor called it. He’d been with others, with fire in their eyes and pure
of heart, who had burned down St Michael’s Church in nearby Kensington,
along with the Seminary of the Sisters of Charity and a number of homes where
Catholics were known to live.
“We’ll show the papist the flames of hell,” F.A.T. Pyne had roared, “and
defend ourselves from the bloody hand of the Pope, and all the Irish swine
brought to our doorstep!”
It wasn’t until Major General Robert Patterson was ordered to marshal the
Pennsylvania Militia to quell the violence leaving fifteen people dead and
allowing the Reverend Doctor F.A.T. Pyne to preach the good news to his
congregation.
“Well Reverend Doctor,” Lippard greeted him, hiding his distaste behind
a smile, “how are you today?”
“Fine lad,” Pyne replied. “What brings you out on such a sweltering
day?”
“I’m raising funds,” Lippard began, “to rescue my friend and colleague
Edgar Poe.”
“An admirable errand,” commented F.A.T. Pyne, “to help the conjurer of
such words that fire the imagination while singing the songs of night birds,
sinner that he be in need of the light of revelation.”
Lippard stifled a guffaw. Feeling ill and bloated helped.
“You know me well lad,” Reverend Pyne continued. “I’m always
charitable, except to papists, especially to those in need. May I contribute a dollar
from my parishioners?”
He pulled off a dollar note from a fat role of money from his pocket.
“And go with the true Lord and wish Poe well. My prayers are with him.”
It was Lippard’s lucky day. No sooner had he turned the corner did he see
Abidiah K. Jones, who was more commonly known as Devil Bug.
Devil Bug was a little taller than a dwarf, heavily muscled, almost to the
point of deformity. He had a large head of unruly black hair. One of his eyes was
sown shut and the other nearly bulged. Devil Bug had once been the hangman at
the Eastern State Penitentiary but now made a living selling cadavers to the
medical schools in Philadelphia. He had a reputation for extreme cruelty and
was rumored to have a daughter locked away in what some people called a
“ghost room,” the whereabouts was unknown, but perhaps nearby.
“Well author,” Devil Bug uttered with a wry smile only those who
somewhat knew him could see, “you’re lookin’ pale. Ye should seek some
sunshine.”
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“I’m not well,” Lippard replied.
“That’s good,” spat Devil Bug, “perhaps you’ll be next, soon for a slab
with an audience of quacks. What queer coincidence moves you to have fallen
under my short shadow?”
“I’m raising money for a destitute Edgar Poe,” groaned Lippard, a sudden
pain grumbling through his intestines.
“Poe,” Devil Bug burst out almost contemptuously, “no wonder he’s
flattened. Hear tell he’d been held in the comforts o’prison fer usin’ bogus notes.
Can’t say fer sure, I‘d hang a vagrant for a lot less. Yet, Poe’s a man I could
almost like. He’s got enough gumption to tread into them dark corners I’ve tread
well. Good for him in a place where it ain’t no good. He deserves to live a bit
more, unlike you. Here’s a farthin’ or two from deep in my dark purse.”
With one grimy hand of bent fingers and huge knobby knuckles he
reached into his shirt and produced a few coins.
“Make sure Poe gets ‘em,” Devil Bug declared before walking past
Lippard, “or I’ll haunt you in both life and death.”
As for Lippard, the bottom fell out. He suddenly expelled thick lumpy
fluid from his anus.
“Shit!” he muttered, more of a description than an exclamation. He would
need to walk four blocks to his apartment where he would peel off his soiled
breeches and stay near the pump handle ‘til he collapsed on his cot until the sun
cracked the dawn.
Friday morning he woke weakly to seize another day, a popular pariah
beating back the flood of twaddle-dom and lollypopitude issuing forth from the
empty hearts crowding a fashionable syllabub insipidity. It’s what drove him
into motion every dismal morning. That nearly daily persistent waking refrain
made him remember Poe as well as giving him a worried face. Without a bite to
eat or a swig of drink, Lippard rushed to his office where he found Poe still there
with his head in his hands.
“I found some success Edgar, “ he announced moving Poe from his
forlorn position.
“You have?” Poe was bleary eyed with fatigue. “I knew you would not let
me down.”
Lippard deposited the money on the table in front of Poe, a total of $12
and 85 cents, the coins grimy from Devil Bug’s purse.
“My,” exclaimed Poe, “you’ve found a way for me to go on. Enough for
nourishment and a ticket to Richmond.”
The two heard the door open at the foot of the stairs. It was still too early
for visitors and both wondered who it could be. It wasn’t long before Charles
Chauncey Burr entered the room.
“Charles,” Poe declared, “you’re a sight for sore eyes.”
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“I must ask forgiveness for our encounter yesterday,” Burr explained.
“My companion is no fan of Poe’s.”
“Of which,” followed Poe, “I have many . . .”
“ . . . among those with lollypopitude lodged in their brains,” Lippard
added with open scorn.
“I’ve come to rescue Edgar. He’s in need of a firm bed and nourishment,
and a warm bath. I and the wife can look after him until he regains some vigor.”
“Bless you,” responded Poe. “I have a mission with a promise of
happiness to pursue.”
Burr and Lippard helped Poe gather his self and soon the two left
together, one shoe on and one shoe off. As for George Lippard, it was Friday and
he had a paper to get to press.

Ghetto Ruin

Nathan Smith
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Lucifer Jones
To Serve And Obey
The blood had dried and caked to my skin…
The scars he explores were put there by him.
The sweet sting of violence, still clings to the air…
His chamber smells of the sex, we’ve already shared.
He holds my feelings like fragile glass…
The dreams he’s shattered, aren’t the first or the last.
The road to ruination is short lived and sweet…
I surrender him my body to torture and beat.
To love thine god…to serve him well…
or get kicked to the curb, to the outskirts of hell.
How many times, have I sold him my soul…
A burning desire that never gets old.
He holds me down…my role is in place…
It’s all for my own good…as he’s slapping my face.
He wears his cross with vine of thorns…
It’s times like these…I wish I’d never been born.
The sounds of the church bells, have corrupted my spine..
The innocence he’s stolen…one year at a time.
His hips are like pistons, I’m used to the pain…
I submit to his power…for the love and the shame.
Now he lays me down to sleep…
My body and soul are his to keep.
If I can’t preform, whilst I’m chained to his bed…
Discard me once more….
Because I’m already dead.
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Blackbirds And Tombstones
The rocks are scattered and covered in white...
A final salute, to the respect of their life.
Long ago and far away,
A war was fought...then faded away.
Brave men in combat...
They sold their lives...
They fought for our privilege...
And then they died.
A testament to their bravery,
Has long been ignored...
A tall price for our freedom,
In the name of the lord.
A small plot of land is all that remains...
The rocks resting proudly ...
Without any names.
Goodbye to their sacrifice, without any questions...
To remember their efforts is just a suggestion.
In a time of need, they were put to the test...
Amongst these rocks...
They’ve laid down to rest.
Deeds without glory...
Faces without names...
The echoes of the past, lay silent...
On this hallowed ground...
Forever they shall remain.
Now the blackbirds have gathered,
Amongst the weeds and the stones...
This lonely old cemetery, that sits here alone.
Through ageless light, these stones remain cold...
Through countless battles as their stories unfold...
Be it acts of wisdom or times of aggression...
To respect their memories...
In truth and in lesson.
For those brave young souls, who fought and died, for our country during the
civil war.
Rest In Peace ... off the beaten path... in Delaware city, Delaware.
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James Faltot
A Vietnam Christmas
Cheer up the kids I thought.
Don a red suit and a white beard.
Grab a sack of candy.
Arrive in the schoolyards on a chopper.
Jump off and hand out the goodies.
The third stop on my list there was no joy.
Damn VC dropped a couple of mortar rounds on us.
On kids for Christ’s sake!
Santa was pissed!
I grabbed an M-16 rifle,
A bandolier of ammo, a PRC-25 radio
And headed toward the woodline.
Not exactly the smartest move
In a bright red suit.
I called for back-up.
A nearby APC entered the paddies
And set off a mine
Under the first dyke it crossed.
I lost a good friend that day,
R.K.C. - KIA,
23 December 1968.
Merry fucking Christmas.
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Videos from three novels by Steven Leech
•C-Factor:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cxR9YuO63Z0&t=25s
•Wurm Syndrome:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eUYhW8gaiNU&t=51s
•Chemical City:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QNuawASxQ5g&t=15s
•The Third World War:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVpMdz2MvM&t=14s
•Gas Junkies/Plastic Mines:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=loA6XTjvofg&t=21s

World of Tomorrow:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=m3_zuReAgWs
• Crack in the Sky:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Y03WjrvQ7M8
• Can’t See The Forest For the Trees
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rG6FzLCzF2A&t=31s
•excerpt from “Lycanthropy”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sNvnUeY1Ing
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